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Branded By Fire
A PSY/CHANGELING NOVELLA from the author of Shards of Hope, Shield of Winter, and Heart of Obsidian... New York Times
bestselling author Nalini Singh’s phenomenal Psy/Changeling series continues with this sensual exploration of the searing joys
and unexpected challenges of mating... SnowDancer healer Lara knows primal ecstasy. She wakes to it every morning, skin-toskin with the hard male body of the quiet, powerful telepath who is her mate. Lean muscle and rough heat, Walker is the only man
she has ever wanted to call her own. But being mated to a man formed in the ice-cold cage of the PsyNet has its challenges. Born
into a race where emotion is a crime, Walker’s will is a creation of cold steel. Scarred by the life he has lived, the terrible choices
he was forced to make, he never expected to find happiness. Now, his heart belongs to Lara and he will fight to the death to
protect the bond between them…even knowing he might have been too long in the ice of the PsyNet to give her what she needs.
Before Lara and Walker can claim the wild, beautiful promise of their future, they must first face the painful shadows of the past...
Includes a preview of the PSY/CHANGELING novel Heart of Obsidian! Texture of Intimacy previously appeared in Wild Invitation
Introducing a brand-new male/male dragon shifter series from bestselling LGBTQ author Sean Michael! Meet the Beteferoce
brothers. Five dragon shifters, each with a strong elemental power. And each with a fierce desire to find his soul mate… For years,
dragon-shifter-slash-firefighter Jake has been searching for his mate, but he's beginning to tire of the search. Maybe soul mates
are only for the lucky few. Then he meets Shae. A former navy welder, Shae is handsome, talented, into power play and rough
sex, and covered in dragon tattoos. All of this suits the shape-shifting dragon just fine—until he finds out that Shae literally has
Jake's family crest already tattooed on him. A coincidence? Or something more… Jake must convince Shae to trust him as a man
and as a Dom before the heat between them burns out of control. Becoming a dragon's mate is not without danger, and Shae will
need Jake's guidance—and love—if he's going to make it through alive. This book is approximately 76,000 words One-click with
confidence. This title is part of the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance you're looking for with an HEA/HFN. It's a
promise!
NEVER BEFORE PUBLISHED AN ALL-NEW GUILD HUNTER NOVEL Return to New York Times bestselling author Nalini
Singh’s sensual and painfully beautiful Guild Hunter world in her new novel of sacrifice, loyalty, and the choices of love that can
shatter the heart. In the wake of a brutal war, the archangel Raphael and his hunter consort, Elena, are dealing with the
treacherously shifting tides of archangelic politics and the people of a battered but not broken city. The last thing their city needs is
more death, especially a death that bears the eerie signature of an insane enemy archangel who cannot—should not—be walking
the streets. This hunt must be undertaken with stealth and without alerting their people. It must be handled by those who can
become shadows themselves… Ash is a gifted tracker and a woman cursed with the ability to sense the secrets of anyone she
touches. But there’s one man she knows all too well without a single instant of skin contact: Janvier, the dangerously sexy Cajun
vampire who has fascinated and infuriated her for years. Now, as they track down a merciless killer, their cat-and-mouse game of
flirtation and provocation has turned into a profound one of the heart. And this time, it is Ash’s secret, dark and terrible, that
threatens to destroy them both.
From the New York Times bestselling author of Shards of Hope, Shield of Winter, and Heart of Obsidian, who creates a
“breathtaking blend of passion, adventure, and the paranormal”*... A woman without a past becomes the pawn of a man who
controls her future… Dev Santos discovers her unconscious and battered, with no memory of who she is. All she knows is that
she’s dangerous. Charged with protecting his people’s most vulnerable secrets, Dev is duty-bound to eliminate all threats. It’s a
task he’s never hesitated to complete…until he finds himself drawn to a woman who might yet prove the enemy’s most insidious
weapon. Stripped of her memories by a shadowy oppressor, and programmed to carry out cold-blooded murder, Katya Haas is
fighting desperately for her sanity itself. Her only hope is Dev. But how can she expect to gain the trust of a man who could very
well be her next target? For in this game, one must die… “I wished I lived in the world Singh has created.”—*New York Times
bestselling author Gena Showalter
It has been six years since the Awakening, and peace in Spokane, Washington is still tenuous at best. The vampires and shifters
are all vying for control of the city and the humans seem to be the ones suffering the consequences, or so it seems. Aria Naveed
has spent the last two years of her life fighting to make the many wrongs of the world right, but soon finds out that the humans
aren't as weak as they appear and may be a more terrifying foe than any of the other races combined. When a stranger rolls into
town with trouble on his heels, Aria finds herself trapped in the middle of a battle that could cost her more than she has bargained
for as a fight for justice turns into an unexpected fight for her life.
"The psy-changelings' lives are at stake when a new darkness threatens to overpower and eliminate them. In a destabilized world
with countless lives at stake, two people defined by their aloneness must stand together to stave off ultimate destruction"-When her owner dies at the start of the Revolution, a greedy nephew keeps Isabel and her younger sister enslaved and sells them
to Loyalists in New York, where Isabel is offered the chance to spy for the Patriots.
THE FIRST PSY/CHANGELING NOVEL from the New York Times bestselling author of Shards of Hope, Shield of Winter, and
Heart of Obsidian... The book that Christine Feehan called "a must-read for all of my fans." In a world that denies emotions, where
the ruling Psy punish any sign of desire, Sascha Duncan must conceal the feelings that brand her as flawed. To reveal them would
be to sentence herself to the horror of “rehabilitation”—the complete psychic erasure of everything she ever was…Both human and
animal, Lucas Hunter is a Changeling hungry for the very sensations the Psy disdain. After centuries of uneasy coexistence, these
two races are now on the verge of war over the brutal murders of several Changeling women. Lucas is determined to find the Psy
killer who butchered his packmate, and Sascha is his ticket into their closely guarded society. But he soon discovers that this icecold Psy is very capable of passion—and that the animal in him is fascinated by her. Caught between their conflicting worlds, Lucas
and Sascha must remain bound to their identities—or sacrifice everything for a taste of darkest temptation…

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME The
extraordinary, beloved novel about the ability of books to feed the soul even in the darkest of times. When Death has a
story to tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier, and will
become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a foster girl living outside of Munich, who scratches out a meager existence for
herself by stealing when she encounters something she can’t resist–books. With the help of her accordion-playing foster
father, she learns to read and shares her stolen books with her neighbors during bombing raids as well as with the
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Jewish man hidden in her basement. In superbly crafted writing that burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus
Zusak, author of I Am the Messenger, has given us one of the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of book that
can be life-changing.” —The New York Times “Deserves a place on the same shelf with The Diary of a Young Girl by
Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK
THIEF.
Though DarkRiver sentinel Mercy is feeling the pressure to mate, she savagely resists when Riley Kincaid, a lieutenant
from the SnowDancer pack, tries to possess her. The problem is not simply that he pushes her buttons; the problem is
that he's a wolf, she's a cat, and they're both used to being on top. But when a brilliant changeling researcher is
kidnapped from DarkRiver territory, Mercy and Riley must work together to track the young man - before his shadowy
captors decide he's no longer useful. Along the way, the two dominants may find that submitting to one another uncovers
not just a deadly conspiracy, but a passion so raw that it'll leave them both branded by fire ...
The bestselling and highly acclaimed 100 Cupboards series continues with its action-packed second book, Dandelion
Fire. Perfect for readers who love Percy Jackson, the Unwanteds, and Beyonders! Henry has discovered that the 100
cupboard doors hidden behind his bedroom wall are actually portals to other worlds. Now he must go through the
cupboards to find the truth about where he’s from and who his real parents are. Along the way, Henry is suddenly struck
with a gift of magic—a magic that burns so brightly it attracts unwanted attention. As he discovers the strength of his new
powers, he is chased by wizards and faeren and ultimately forced into battle with Nimiane, the evil witch-queen. And this
time, the witch is not alone…. "A must-read series." —The Washington Post
New York Times bestselling author Nalini Singh takes us on a new adventure in this next novel of the Psy-Changeling
Trinity series... The end of Silence was supposed to create a better world for future generations. But trust is broken, and
the alliance between Psy, Changeling, and human is thin. The problems that led to Silence are back in full force.
Because Silence fixed nothing, just hid the problems. This time, the Psy have to find a real answer to their problems--if
one exists. Or their race will soon go extinct in a cascade of violence. The answer begins with an empath who is attuned
to monsters--and who is going to charm a wolf into loving her despite his own demons.
Imprisoned, with their psychic abilities blocked, Aden and Zaira must escape and survive to keep the Arrow squad safe
from a shadowy enemy. By the author ofShield of Winter. 75,000 first printing.
Contains excerpt from Allegiance of honor.
When the reporters to a sex-trafficking exposâe are murdered and computer hacker Lisbeth Salander is targeted as the
killer, Mikael Blomkvist, the publisher of the exposâe, investigates to clear Lisbeth's name.
The author of Shards of Hope and Shield of Winter presents a Psy/Changeling novel in which two people who know evil
intimately must unlock the good within their icy hearts… As an Arrow, an elite soldier in the Psy Council ranks, Judd
Lauren was forced to do terrible things in the name of his people. Now a defector, his dark abilities have made him the
most deadly of assassins—cold, pitiless, unfeeling. Until he meets Brenna… Brenna Shane Kincaid was an innocent before
she was abducted—and had her mind violated—by a serial killer. Her sense of evil runs so deep, she fears she could
become a killer herself. Then the first dead body is found, victim of a familiar madness. Judd is her only hope, yet her
sensual changeling side rebels against the inhuman chill of his personality, even as desire explodes between them.
Shocking and raw, their passion is a danger that threatens not only their hearts, but their very lives… "The alpha author of
paranormal romance."--Booklist
The “unparalleled romantic adventure”* of Nalini Singh’s New York Times bestselling series continues as a new dawn
begins for the Psy-Changeling world… A staggering transformation has put the Psy, humans, and changelings at a
crossroads. The Trinity Accord promises a new era of cooperation between disparate races and groups. It is a beacon of
hope held together by many hands: old enemies, new allies, wary loners. But a century of distrust and suspicion can’t be
so easily forgotten, and it threatens to shatter Trinity from within at any moment. As rival members vie for dominance,
chaos and evil gather in the shadows and a kidnapped woman’s cry for help washes up in San Francisco, while the
Consortium turns its murderous gaze toward a child who is the embodiment of change, of love, of piercing hope: a child
who is both Psy…and changeling. To find the lost and protect the vulnerable—and to save Trinity—no one can stand alone.
This is a time of loyalty across divisions, of bonds woven into the heart and the soul, of heroes known and unknown
standing back to back and holding the line. But is an allegiance of honor even possible with traitors lurking in their midst?
*Publishers Weekly on Shards of Hope
Joe Noose hunts down the first known serial killer on the American frontier—in this trailblazing thriller from acclaimed
author Eric Red . . . SCARRED FOR LIFE A new kind of evil has come to the Old West. A killer as cold and hard as the
Wyoming winter. He wanders from town to town. Slaughters entire families along the way. With grotesque glee, he
brands the letter Q in his victims’ flesh. Joe Noose knows the killer’s identity. He recognizes the killer’s brand. He bears
the same scar from his childhood—and he’s determined to stop this madman once and for all. Two U.S. marshals have
agreed to help Joe. But they’ve never hunted a killer like this before. A sadist who kills for pleasure—and scars you for life
. . . Praise for the westerns of Eric Red “Keeps the reader turning pages . . . brilliant. Hanging Fire is indeed a classic
Western.” —True WestMagazine “This teeth-grinding, bare-knuckling, swash-buckling adventure keeps readers turning
pages. A terrific read. Allow plenty of time to read this. It’s hard to put down.” —Roundup Magazine on Hanging Fire
“Exceptionally fast-paced and blood-spattered. Full of action, overflowing with defiant characters and deadly
gunplay.”—Lansing State Journal on Noose
An NPR Best Book of the Year • A Buzzfeed Best Book of the Year On Halloween, 1991, a popular high school
basketball star ventures into the woods near Battle Creek, Pennsylvania, and disappears. Three days later, he’s found
with a bullet in his head and a gun in his hand—a discovery that sends tremors through this conservative community,
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already unnerved by growing rumors of Satanic worship in the region. In the wake of this incident, bright but lonely
Hannah Dexter is befriended by Lacey Champlain, a dark-eyed, Cobain-worshiping bad influence in lip gloss and Doc
Martens. The charismatic, seductive Lacey forges a fast, intimate bond with the impressionable Dex, making her over in
her own image and unleashing a fierce defiance that neither girl expected. But as Lacey gradually lures Dex away from
her safe life into a feverish spiral of obsession, rebellion, and ever greater risk, an unwelcome figure appears on the
horizon—and Lacey’s secret history collides with Dex’s worst nightmare. By turns a shocking story of love and violence
and an addictive portrait of the intoxication of female friendship, set against the unsettled backdrop of a town gripped by
moral panic, Girls on Fire is an unflinching and unforgettable snapshot of girlhood: girls lost and found, girls strong and
weak, girls who burn bright and brighter—and some who flicker away.
Nalini Singh returns to the world of the Guild Hunters for the most highly anticipated novel of the beloved series—a love
story so epic it’s been half a millennia in the making… Illium and Aodhan. Aodhan and Illium. For centuries they’ve been
inseparable: the best of friends, closer than brothers, companions of the heart. But that was before—before darkness
befell Aodhan and shattered him, body, mind, and soul. Now, at long last, Aodhan is healing, but his new-found strength
and independence may come at a devastating cost—his relationship with Illium. As they serve side by side in China, a
territory yet marked by the evil of its former archangel, the secret it holds nightmarish beyond imagining, things come to
an explosive decision point. Illium and Aodhan must either walk away from the relationship that has defined them—or step
forward into a future that promises a bond infinitely precious in the life of an immortal…but that demands a terrifying
vulnerability from two badly bruised hearts.
Three distant races of supernatural beings sharing very different goals must fight their emotions and true natures when
their uneasy coexistence starts to erode.
Discover the exhilarating risks of passion in the breathtaking new Psy-Changeling novel by Nalini Singh, the New York
Times bestselling “alpha author of paranormal romance” (Booklist)… Adria, wolf changeling and resilient soldier, has
made a break with the past—one as unpredictable in love as it was in war. Now comes a new territory, and a devastating
new complication: Riaz, a SnowDancer lieutenant already sworn to a desperate woman who belongs to another. For
Riaz, the primal attraction he feels for Adria is a staggering betrayal. For Adria, his dangerous lone-wolf appeal is beyond
sexual. It consumes her. It terrifies her. It threatens to undermine everything she has built of her new life. But fighting
their wild compulsion toward one another proves a losing battle. Their coming together is an inferno…and a melding of two
wounded souls who promise each other no commitment, no ties, no bonds. Only pleasure. Too late, they realize that they
have more to lose than they ever imagined. Drawn into a cataclysmic Psy war that may alter the fate of the world itself,
they must make a decision that might just break them both.
Return to Nalini Singh’s darkly passionate Guild Hunter world with this New York Times bestseller, where human-turnedangel Elena Deveraux, consort to Archangel Raphael, is thrust center stage into an eons-old prophecy… Midnight and
dawn, Elena’s wings are unique among angelkind—and now they are failing. The first mortal to be turned into an immortal
in angelic memory, she’s regressing. Becoming more and more human. Easier to hurt. Easier to kill. Elena and Raphael
must unearth the reason for the regression before Elena falls out of the sky. Yet even as they fight a furious battle for
Elena’s very survival, violent forces are gathering across the world. In China, the Archangel Favashi is showing the first
signs of madness. In New York, a mysterious sinkhole filled with lava swallows a man whole. In Africa, torrential
monsoon rains flood rolling deserts. And in Elena’s mind whispers a haunting voice that isn’t her own. This time,
survival may not be possible…not even for the consort of an archangel.
New York Times bestselling author Nalini Singh takes us into a dangerous and exhilarating world where a deadly,
beautiful archangel and his once-mortal consort are caught in a fury of twisted darkness… “Raphael and Elena are the
heart of this series…they are what keep me coming back for more.”—Fiction Vixen One of the most vicious archangels in
the world has disappeared. No one knows if Lijuan is dead or has chosen to Sleep the long sleep of an immortal. But with
her lands falling into chaos under a rising tide of vampiric bloodlust, a mysterious and ancient order of angels known as
the Luminata calls the entire Cadre together to discuss the fate of her territory. Accompanying her archangelic lover
Raphael to the Luminata compound, guild hunter-turned-angel Elena senses that all is not as it seems. Secrets echo
from within the stone walls of the compound, and the deeper Elena goes, the uglier the darkness. But neither Raphael
nor Elena is ready for the brutal truths hidden within—truths that will change everything Elena thinks she knows about who
she is… Nothing will ever be the same again.
A Psy-Changeling novel from the New York Times bestselling author of Shards of Hope, Shield of Winter, and Heart of Obsidian..."the alpha
author of paranormal romance" (Booklist).Max Shannon is a good cop, one of the best in New York Enforcement. Born with a natural shield
that protects him against Psy mental invasions, he knows he has little chance of advancement within the Psy- dominated power structure.
The last case he expects to be assigned to is that of a murderer targeting a Psy Councilor's closest advisors. And the last woman he expects
to compel him in the most sensual of ways is a Psy on the verge of catastrophic mental fracture...
Jessica's had the nightmares for as long as she can remember. Nightmares of being judged for people who have died, of being branded by
the angels. Her friends and family think she's a crazy because of it all. Yet she carries the mark of the condemned, seared into the back of
her neck, and hides it and herself away from the world. But when two men she can't ignore enter her life everything changes, including the
nightmares. The two of them couldn't be more different. She will do anything to be with one of them. Even tell him the truth about angels, why
she never sleeps, and the scar on the back of her neck. But one of the two has set events into motion what will pull her toward her own
judgment and turn her into the object of her greatest fear.
A rebel Psy scientist finds herself at the mercy of a changeling who has sworn vengeance against her kind in this thrilling romance in Nalini
Singh’s New York Times bestselling series. Separated from her son and forced to create a neural implant that will mean the effective
enslavement of her psychically gifted race, Ashaya Aleine is the perfect Psy—cool, calm, emotionless...at least on the surface. Inside, she’s
fighting a desperate battle to save her son and escape the vicious cold of the PsyNet. Yet when escape comes, it leads not to safety, but to
the lethal danger of a sniper’s embrace. DarkRiver sniper Dorian Christensen lost his sister to a Psy killer. Though he lacks the changeling
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ability to shift into animal form, his leopard lives within. And that leopard’s rage at the brutal loss is a clawing darkness that hungers for
vengeance. Falling for a Psy has never been on Dorian’s agenda. But charged with protecting Ashaya and her son, he discovers that
passion has a way of changing the rules...
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nalini Singh allies two fierce changelings in this explosive Psy-Changeling novel. Though DarkRiver
sentinel Mercy is feeling the pressure to mate, she resists savagely when Riley Kincaid, a lieutenant from the SnowDancer pack, seeks to
possess her. The problem is not simply that he pushes her buttons; the problem is that he’s a wolf, she’s a cat, and they’re both used to
being on top. But when a brilliant changeling researcher is kidnapped from DarkRiver territory in a seemingly senseless attack, Mercy and
Riley must work together to track the young male—before his shadowy captors decide he’s no longer useful. Along the way, the two
dominants may find that submitting to one another uncovers not just a deadly conspiracy, but a passion so raw, it’ll leave them both branded
by fire…
A Psy/Changeling novel from the New York Times bestselling author of Shards of Hope, Shield of Winter, and Heart of Obsidian..."the alpha
author of paranormal romance" (Booklist). Used to cold silence, Faith NightStar is suddenly being tormented by dark visions of blood and
murder. A bad sign for anyone, but worse for Faith, an F-Psy with the highly sought after ability to predict the future. Then the visions show
her something even more dangerous—aching need…exquisite pleasure. But so powerful is her sight, so fragile the state of her mind, that the
very emotions she yearns to embrace could be the end of her. Changeling Vaughn D’Angelo can take either man or jaguar form, but it is his
animal side that is overwhelmingly drawn to Faith. The jaguar’s instinct is to claim this woman it finds so utterly fascinating and the man has
no argument. But while Vaughn craves sensation and hungers to pleasure Faith in every way, desire is a danger that could snap the last
threads of her sanity. And there are Psy who need Faith’s sight for their own purposes. They must keep her silenced—and keep her from
Vaughn…
FIRST TIME IN PRINT Nalini Singh, the New York Times bestselling “alpha author of paranormal romance” (Booklist) returns to an immortal
world of violent passion and lethal power…on the brink of a deadly archangelic war. Angels are falling from the sky in New York, struck down
by a vicious, unknown force. Vampires are dying impossibly of disease. Guild hunter Elena Deveraux and the Archangel Raphael must
discover the source of the wave of death before it engulfs their city and their people, leaving New York a ruin and Raphael’s Tower under
siege by enemy archangels. Yet even as they fight desperately to save the city, an even darker force is stirring, its chill eyes trained on New
York…and on Raphael. Rivers of crimson and nightmares given flesh, the world will never again be the same…
A changeling will do anything to find and keep his mate in this smoldering story from New York Times bestselling author Nalini Singh. Bastien
Smith is frustrated. A changeling male should be able to track his mate anywhere—through fire and hail, snow and rain. But he keeps finding
and losing her scent in the city streets, ever since he first became aware of it two weeks earlier, when the elusive fragrance awakened the
leopard within him... Then Bastien is suddenly confronted with his prey. Kirby is an all-too-human woman who wants Bastien just as much as
he wants her. But he can’t deny what his body and senses are telling him: there is a raging chaos inside of Kirby that he doesn’t understand,
secrets that whisper awake at midnight and cause her terrible pain. If they’re to have any chance of forever, then he must solve the mystery
that is Kirby... Secrets at Midnight originally appeared in Night Shift. INCLUDES A TEASER FOR ALLEGIANCE OF HONOR Praise for Nalini
Singh and her Psy-Changeling Novels “Nalini Singh is a master storyteller.”—Maya Banks, #1 New York Times & USA Today bestselling
author “An amazing…series.”—USA Today “An amazing storyteller.”—Smexy Books
A powerful DarkRiver sentinel tormented by his brutal past, Clay Bennett finds redemption in Talin McKade, an advocate for the street
children, who needs his help in catching a killer, makes him question his base animal instincts, and unlocks the darkest secrets of his heart.
Original.

It has been a century since displaced Icelanders tricked Mars settlers into handing them control over the planet, renaming it Ýdalir.
But now, the Ýdalir have a depleted militia of space-Vikings roaming around the solar system, attempting to maintain control over
shipping lanes and mining operations. Meanwhile, Earth is booming, its people living the safest lives, no longer growing old or
suffering diseases, focused on entertainment, their main cult-of-personality a man they call Tommy Raven. But when he ends up
missing, the entire system goes into a panic.Millions of miles away, his oldest friend and once lover, Aleina, waits with dread in her
heart and a question she has lived with for ten-years: "How was I so easy to discard?" She does not know it, but the answer is
racing toward her, and with it follows death.
"When Daisy Ramona zooms around her neighborhood with her papi on his motorcycle, she sees the people and places she's
always known. She also sees a community that is rapidly changing around her"-“Leonard’s tough and stubborn characters make a vibrant impression, and will stay with readers long after the last page is
turned.” —RT Book Reviews on A Callahan Outlaw’s Twins "Tina Leonard is an auto-buy for me.” —Kate Angell, USA Today
Bestselling Author "Tina Leonard's books are wonderful!" —Christine Rimmer, USA Today Bestselling Author Some secrets just
can’t be kept. Dr. Kayla Wright has lived on the outside of Star Canyon’s social circles for years, unlike her vivacious sister,
Jenny—yet Kayla’s always been drawn to handsome and sexy Romero Dark. But Kayla knows that her attraction to Romero can
never mean anything, not with her reputation in Star Canyon—and especially not with her knowing an explosive secret about the
Dark family’s father, the beloved Captain Dark, who died mysteriously in a warehouse fire the year prior. But when the passion
between Kayla and Romero bursts into flame, Kayla knows she’s done the unthinkable. She can’t stop herself from being near
Romero, yet she knows it’s not possible for her to devote herself to him under these circumstances. Will Kayla stay quiet about
Captain Dark, or risk losing Romero’s love forever when she tells him the real story about a night Star Canyon has never
forgotten?
The murder of a world-famous physicist raises fears that the Illuminati are operating again after centuries of silence, and religion
professor Robert Langdon is called in to assist with the case.
Although Sienna continues her flirtations with the dangerous Alpha, Hawke, her darkest secret may ultimately damage the
SnowDancer wolf pack. By the New York Times best-selling author of Play of Passion. Reprint.
A Psy/Changeling novel from the New York Times bestselling author of Shards of Hope, Shield of Winter, and Heart of
Obsidian..."the alpha author of paranormal romance" (Booklist). As a conflict with Pure Psy looms on the horizon, two powerful
wolves fight a far more intimate war of their own … In his position as Tracker for the SnowDancer pack, it’s up to Drew Kincaid to
rein in rogue changelings who’ve lost control of their animal halves—even if it means killing those who’ve gone too far. But nothing
in his life has prepared him for the battle he must now wage—to win the heart of a woman who makes his body ignite…and who
threatens to enslave his wolf. Lieutenant Indigo Riviere doesn’t easily allow skin privileges, especially of the sensual kind—and the
last person she expects to find herself craving is the most wickedly playful male in the den. Everything she knows tells her to pull
back before the flames burn them both to ash…but she hasn’t counted on Drew’s will. Now, two of SnowDancer’s most stubborn
wolves find themselves playing a hotly sexy game even as lethal danger stalks the very place they call home…
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Aria Naveed can't decide what's worse-being mate-bonded to Declan Valkenaar, the Alpha of the Pacific Northwest Pack, or
owning up to the fact that she's developing feelings for him. He's betrayed her once already. Can she risk giving him the chance to
betray her again? With both her heart and her life on the line, she might not have a choice. Her bond to Declan is the one thing
keeping her grounded and preventing her new power from destroying everything and everyone around her. But if Aria doesn't
tread carefully, especially where her heart is concerned, she'll learn the hard way that if you play with fire, you'll always get burned.
A magical paranormal romance collection celebrating the spirit of the holidays from three bestselling authors. It’s the time of year
when dreams come true, miracles happen every day, and love is the greatest gift of all. The holidays always seem to bring out the
best in everyone, with heartfelt hugs for long-missed friends, sincere smiles in the spirit of the season, and a feeling of magic in the
air… This scintillating collection of paranormal romances celebrates the holidays as never before. From a shape-shifting leopardess
who wants a pack-mate to be her soulmate to a surprise snowstorm that brings an incredible gift, these three tales by Nalini Singh,
Erin McCarthy, and Jean Johnson will stir your spirit in all the right places.
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